
Academy  
The classes listed below are classes only offered in the Academy. 
 
ENGLISH 
 
Creative Writing  (1092)  [CREAT WRIT]    (Academy only) 
Grade 11-12     Term Length 1                   Credit 1 
Creative Writing, a course based on the Indiana Academic Standards for English/Language Arts, is a study and 
application of the rhetorical writing strategies for prose and poetry. Using the writing process, students demonstrate 
a command of vocabulary, the nuances of language and vocabulary, English language conventions, an awareness of 
the audience, the purposes for writing, and the style of their own writing.  
 
Debate  (1070)  [DEBATE]    (Academy only) 
Grade 11-12     Term Length 1                   Credit 1 
Debate, a course based on the Indiana AcademicStandards for English/Language Arts, is the study and application 
of the basic principles of debate involving support for the basic types of arguments (induction, deduction, causation) 
and debate strategies (affirmative or negative argument construction and extension, case development, refutation or 
rebuttal of argument claims and evidence, and persuasive speaking).  
 
Expository Writing (will be taken with Film Literature- see above)  (1094)  [EXPOS WRIT]  (Academy only) 
Grade 11-12     Term Length 1                   Credit 1  
This course, one based on Indiana’s Academic Standards for English/Language Arts, is a study in and an 
application of the various types of informative writing intended for a variety of different audiences. Using 
the writing process, students demonstrate a command of vocabulary, English language conventions, 
research and organizations skills, an awareness of the audience, the purpose for writing, and style. 
EXPOSITORY WRITING PROJECT: Students complete a project, such as an extended essay or report 
explaining a  main idea or thesis, which demonstrates knowledge, application, and writing progress in the 
Expository Writing course content.  
 
Novels  (1042)  [NOVELS]   (Academy only) 
Grades 11-12      Term Length 1      Credit 1 
Novels, a course based on the Indiana Academic Standards for English/Language Arts, is a study of the distinct 
features of the novel, such as narrative and fictional elements of setting, conflict, climax, and resolution, and may be 
organized by historical periods, themes, or authors. Students examine novels of a given period, such as Victorian, 
the Modern Period, or Contemporary Literature, and what distinguishes novels from short stories, epics, romances, 
biographies, science fiction, and others. Students analyze novels by various important authors from the past and 
present or sets of novels from a specific era or across several eras 
 
MATH 
 
Probability and Statistics (2546)  [PROB/STAT]  (Academy only) 
Grade 11-12     Term Length 1     Credit 1  
Prerequisite: Algebra II  
Probability and Statistics includes the concepts and skills needed to apply statistical techniques in the decision- 
making process. Topics include: (1) descriptive statistics, (2) probability, and (3) statistical inference. Practical  
examples based on real experimental data are used throughout. Students plan and conduct experiments or  
surveys and analyze the resulting data. The use of graphing calculators and computer programs is encouraged. 
 
Finite  (2530)  [FINITE]             (Academy only)         
Grade 11-12       Term Length 2      Credit 2 
Prerequisite:  Algebra II  
Finite Mathematics is an umbrella of mathematical topics.  It is a course designed for students who will undertake 
higher-level mathematics in college that may not include calculus.  Topics include:  Game Theory, Graph Theory, 
Voting Theory, Math Modeling, Probability, Networks and some Consumer Math.  Technology, such as computers 
and graphing calculators, should be used frequently. The Process Standards for Mathematics apply throughout each 
course and, together with the content standards, prescribe that students experience mathematics as a coherent, 
useful, and logical subject that makes use of their ability to make sense of problem situations. 
 
Quantitative Reasoning  (2550)  [QUANT REAS]    (Academy only) 



Grade 11-12       Term Length 2      Credit 2 
Prerequisite:  Algebra II  
Quantitative Reasoning is a mathematics course focused on the study of numeracy, ratio and proportional reasoning, 
modeling, probabilistic reasoning to assess risk, and statistics. Students build knowledge of and confidence with 
basic mathematical/analytical concepts and operations required for problem solving, decision making, and economic 
productivity in real world applications and prepare for an increasingly information-based society in which the ability 
to use and critically evaluate information, especially numerical information, is essential.  Technology, such as 
computers and graphing calculators, should be used frequently.  This higher-level mathematics course is designed to 
align with college-level quantitative reasoning courses for dual secondary/college credit.  The eight Process 
Standards for Mathematics apply throughout the course. Together with the content standards, the Process Standards 
prescribe that students experience mathematics as a coherent, useful, and logical subject that makes use of their 
ability to make sense of problem situations. 
 
SCIENCE 
 
Physics II (3086)   [PHYS II]   (Academy only) 
Grade 11-12      Term Length 2     Credit 2  
Prerequisites:  Physics I and approval from Instructor 
Physics II is an extended laboratory, field, and literature investigations-based course. Students enrolled in 
Physics II investigate physical phenomena and the theoretical models that are useful in understanding the 
interacting systems of the macro- and microcosms. Students extensively explore the unifying themes of 
physics, including such topics and applications of physics as mechanics, wave motion, electricity, 
magnetism, electromagnetism, atomic and nuclear physics, and thermodynamics, etc., in laboratory 
activities aimed at investigating physics questions and problems concerning personal needs and 
community issues related to physics.  
Qualifies as a quantitative reasoning course. 
 
SOCIAL STUDIES 
 
Anthropology  (1502)  [ANTHRO] 
Grades 9-12     Term Length 1                   Credit 1 
Anthropology gives students perspectives concerning patterns of culture among people. The course introduces the 
anthropologist’s processes of observing and analyzing human behavior. Topics studied include (1) theories and 
principles of cultural formation, growth, function, and change; (2) the relationship of culture to environment; and (3) 
the relationship between cultural background and behavior. 
 
Current Problems, Issues, And Events  (1512)   [CPIE] 
Grades 9-12     Term Length 1                Credit 1 
Current Problems, Issues, and Events gives students the opportunity to apply investigative and inquiry techniques to 
the study of significant problems or issues. Students develop competence in (1) recognizing cause and effect 
relationships, (2) recognizing fallacies in reasoning and propaganda devices, (3) synthesizing knowledge into useful 
patterns, (4) stating and testing hypotheses, and (5) generalizing based on evidence. Problems or issues selected will 
have contemporary historical significance and will be studies from the viewpoint of the social science disciplines. 
Community service programs and internships within the community may be included 
 
Indiana Studies (1518)  [IN STUDIES]   In conjunction with Topics in History   (Academy only) 
Grades 10-12     Term Length 1     Credit 1 
Indiana Studies is an integrated course that compares and contrasts state and national developments in the 
areas of politics, economics, history, and culture. The course uses Indiana history as a basis for understanding 
current policies, practices, and state legislative procedures. It also includes the study of state and national 
constitutions from a historical perspective and as a current foundation of government. Examination of individual 
leaders and their roles in a democratic society will be included and student will examine the participation of citizens 
in the political process. Selections from Indiana arts and literature may also be analyzed for insights into historical 
events and cultural expressions. 
 
Topics in History (1538)  [TOP HIST]  In conjunction with Indiana Studies   (Academy only) 
Grades 10-12     Term Length 1     Credit 1 
Topics In History provides students the opportunity to study specific historical eras, events, or concepts. 
Development of historical research skills using primary and secondary sources is emphasized. The course 
focuses on one or more topics or themes related to United States or world history. Examples of topics might include: 



(1) twentieth- century conflict, (2) the American West, (3) the history of the United States Constitution, and (4) 
democracy in history. 
 
Psychology (1532)  [PSYCH]    (Academy only) 
Grades 11-12     Term Length 1     Credit 1 
Psychology provides an opportunity to study individual and social psychology and how the knowledge and methods 
of psychologists are applied to the solution of human problems.  Content for the course includes some insights into 
behavior patterns and adjustments to social environments.  Childhood development, adolescent development and 
later stages of human development will be focused on.  Socio-cultural dimensions of behavior deal with topics such 
as conformity, obedience, perceptions, attitudes, and influence of the group on the individual.  The brain and 
nervous system function, including sensation, perception, motivation, and emotion will be addressed.  The course 
should develop critical attitudes toward superficial generalizations about human beings, respect for the difficulty of 
establishing the truth of a proposition, and a heightened sensitivity to the feelings and needs of others.  Students will 
also maintain a journal based on hypothetical or real life situations that involve different areas of psychological 
thought.  Current issues relating to psychology will also be addressed.  
 
African Studies (1500)  [AFR STUDIES]   (Academy only) 
Grade 9-12     Term Length 1     Credit 1 
African Studies helps students understand and appreciate the diverse peoples, cultures, and economic systems  
of the African continent. This course examines: (1) the early kingdoms and cities of Africa, (2) early trade routes  
with Europe and the East, (3) the influence of African culture in the Americas, (4) European colonization of  
Africa, (5) African influences in the United States, (6) the establishment of independent nations in Africa, and (7)  
contemporary traditions, literature, art and other aspects of culture. 
 
MULTIDISCIPLINARY 
 
College Entrance Preparation (0532)  [COL ENT PREP]  (Academy only) 
Grade 11-12     Term Length 1     Credit 1 
Prerequisite: Algebra II  
College Entrance Preparation utilizes individual student score reports from the PSAT and/or Accuplacer to prepare 
students for the SAT, ACT, and/or Accuplacer college readiness assessments.  Based on student score reports, 
students will receive targeted instruction to strengthen their foundations in critical reading, writing, mathematics, 
and science sections of college admission and placement exams. As appropriate, the course will also encompass test-
taking strategies to prepare students for success on a high-stakes assessment. Course may also include college 
selection and application units, to better prepare students for overall college readiness.  
Being “college ready” means being prepared for any postsecondary education or training experience, including 
readiness for study at two year and four year institutions leading to a postsecondary credential (i.e., a certificate, 
license, Associate’s or Bachelor’s degree). Being ready for college means that a high school graduate has the 
English and mathematics knowledge and skills necessary to qualify for and succeed in entry level, credit bearing 
college courses without the need for remedial coursework. 
 
Cadet Teaching Experience  (0502)   [CADET TCHG]  (Academy only) 
Grade 11-12     Term Length 1     Credit 1 
This elective course provides students in grades eleven (11) or twelve (12) organized exploratory teaching 
experiences in grades kindergarten (K) through grade nine (9). All teaching experiences should be preplanned by the 
high school Cadet Teaching Experience teacher-trainer and the cooperating teacher(s) who are supervising 
prospective teachers and providing them with pre-training experiences in one or more classes. This course provides 
a balance of class work relating to: (1) classroom organization, (2) classroom management, (3) the curriculum and 
instructional process, (4) observations of teaching, and (5) instructional experiences.  Study topics and background 
reading provide the cadets with information concerning the teaching profession and the nature of the cadet teachers’ 
assignments. Evaluation is based upon the cadet teachers’ cooperation, day-to-day practical performance, and class 
work including the cadets’ potential ability to teach. The total workload of the Cadet Teaching course is comparable 
to those for other subjects in the high school curriculum.  
 
Community Service  (0524)  [COMM SERV]   (Academy only) 
Grade 11-12     Term Length 1 or 2           Credit 1 or 2 
Community Service is a course created by public law IC 20-30-14, allowing juniors and seniors the opportunity to 
earn up to two high school credits for completion of approved community service projects or volunteer service  
that “relates to a course in which the student is enrolled or intends to enroll.” 



For each student who wishes to earn credit for community service or volunteer service under this law, the student, a 
teacher of the student, or a community or volunteer service organization must submit an application to the high 
school principal. 
 
Elective Physical Education (3560)  [ELECT PE APC]  (Advanced Physical Conditioning)  
Grades 10-12     Term Length 1     Credit 1 
Advanced Physical Conditioning is a progressive strength, and conditioning course.  There will be six levels of this 
course.  The first term will include basic exercises (core lifts) along with agility and cardiovascular endurance 
training.  A show of improvement through testing of the lifts and running tests will be required to continue in the 
course.  The week will be divided into five days of strength, flexibility, agility and cardiovascular training.  The 
class will also be learning about nutritional values and how to design a fitness plan. 
 
Emergency Medical Services  (5210)  [EMS]   (Academy only) 
Grade 11-12     Term Length 4     Credit 8 
Prerequisite: Application   
Emergency Medical Services prepares students for a state certification, which could lead to a career in Emergency 
Medical Services such as an Emergency Medical Technician or a Paramedic. This course is designed for persons 
desiring to perform emergency medical care. Students will learn to recognize the seriousness of the patient’s 
condition, use the appropriate emergency care techniques and equipment to stabilize the patient, and transport them 
to the hospital.  This course also addresses the handling of victims of hazardous materials accidents. It covers 
theories, techniques, and operational aspects of pre-hospital emergency care with the scope and responsibility of the  
basic emergency medical technician. It requires laboratory practice and clinical observation in a hospital emergency 
room and ambulance. Participation in HOSA affords the student the opportunity to compete in a variety of 
competitive events, specifically CPR/First Aid and EMT, at both the state and national level. 
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